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Abstract — Millimeter Wave networks can deliver multiGbps wireless links that use extremely narrow directional
beams. This provides us with a new opportunity to exploit
spatial reuse where we can enable many wireless links to
communicate in parallel in confined spaces, without interfering with each other. Exploiting such spatial reuse, however, requires aligning the beams of all nodes in the network. Aligning the beams is a difficult process which is
complicated by indoor multipath, which can create interference, as well as by the inefficiency of interference detection
schemes like carrier sense in directional networks. This paper presents BounceNet, the first many-to-many millimeter
wave beam alignment protocol that can exploit dense spatial
reuse and can scale the wireless network throughput with
the number of clients. Results from three millimeter wave
testbeds show that BounceNet can scale the throughput with
the number of clients to deliver a total network data rate of
more than 39 Gbps for 10 clients, which is up to 6.6× higher
than current 802.11 mmWave standards.
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Figure 1: Spatial reuse in traditional WiFi vs mmWave networks.
Access Points (APs) and clients to communicate simultaneously on the same channel without interfering as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Hence, mmWave can potentially scale the network
throughput with the number of users by adding more APs.
The directional nature of communication, however, brings
its own new challenges. Millimeter wave APs and clients
need to align their narrow beams towards each other in order to communicate at very high data rates. Past mmWave
research focused on how to quickly find the best direction
to align the beams for a single communication link [1, 10,
20, 21]. However, in a network with multiple links, selfishly choosing the best alignment for each AP-client pair independent of other APs and clients can create interference
that severely harms the throughput of the interfering links.
First, due to multipath reflections, even if two nodes are
transmitting in completely different directions, their packets
might still collide. Further, interference detection schemes
like carrier sense (also known as Listen-Before-Talk) are ineffective in mmWave networks since the narrow directional
beams prevent mmWave radios from hearing nearby transmissions, unless these transmissions are specifically directed
towards them [3, 15]. As a result, we cannot directly apply
single-link alignment schemes in larger networks by simply
aligning the beams of each AP-client pair independently.
In this paper, we introduce BounceNet, the first manyto-many millimeter wave beam alignment protocol that efficiently aligns the beams of many APs and clients, allowing
them to simultaneously communicate without interfering. To
achieve this, we must address two key questions:

I NTRODUCTION

Millimeter wave (mmWave) is emerging as the de facto
technology for next generation wireless networks [11, 17].
The abundance of bandwidth available in mmWave frequencies (above 24 GHz) has led to the design of wireless radios that can operate at several Gbps [2, 22], and as a result, mmWave will significantly change the future of wireless LANs by delivering links at fiber-like speed. This will
enable new applications like multi-user wireless VR for education and professional training, where high bandwidth data
must be streamed to each user in real-time [5, 13]. It will also
enable large scale robotic factory automation, where many
robots stream continuous real-time video back to servers that
run AI algorithms to generate decisions to coordinate the
robots and accomplish collaborative tasks [16, 23].
However, the above vision requires scaling mmWave networks from a single communication link to a network of
many links without compromising the throughput per user.
Fortunately, mmWave radios use very directional steerable
narrow beams to focus their power. This presents a significant new opportunity for exploiting dense spatial reuse to
enable many links to simultaneously communicate at multiGbps data rates. Consider the example in Fig. 1(a). In
the current broadcast model for 802.11 WLANs, whenever
a node is transmitting, all other nodes must stay silent to
avoid interference. With more users, the throughput is divided since the entire medium is shared. In contrast, the use
of very narrow beams in mmWave networks allows several

(1) How to align the beams of all the APs and clients in
3D space to densely pack as many links as possible while
avoiding interference? The challenge arises from the fact
that the choice of beam alignment at any node is intertwined
with the choices at other APs and clients. To address this,
BounceNet leverages the sparsity in the mmWave channel
to perform Physical Signal Routing. Past work shows that
mmWave signals travel along a small number of paths, e.g.,
2 or 3 paths [19], between any two nodes in the network.
BounceNet leverages this sparsity to reformulate the manyto-many alignment problem as a signal level routing problem
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at the physical layer, where wireless signals are routed along
different “air paths”1 in a manner that maximizes network
throughput. Specifically, BounceNet computes a combination of direct and reflected paths to route the wireless signals
of the links in a manner that squeezes in as many links as
possible to communicate simultaneously without interfering.
However, simply maximizing the number of links that can
operate concurrently might force some APs and clients to
always communicate along reflected paths, which typically
achieve lower data rates. Therefore, to ensure fairness between clients, BounceNet generates several combinations of
direct and reflected path routings and switches between them
(shown in Fig. 4(b)), such that each client gets a fair share to
communicate on its highest data rate path.

Figure 2: (a) Interference caused by naive alignment along direct
paths (b) Routing signals along both direct and indirect paths to
achieve higher network throughput.

2.

B OUNCE N ET ’ S P HYSICAL S IGNAL ROUTING

BounceNet’s objective is to route signals to/from clients
in a manner that maximizes the number of AP-client pairs
that can communicate simultaneously. The choice of routing
will govern the many-to-many beam alignment. Past work
aligns the beams of each AP-client pair (link) independently
by selfishly choosing the best alignment for each link (typically the direct Line-of-sight alignment). However, this can
create interference that is hard to deal with in directional networks [3, 15]. Consider the example in Fig. 2(a), where both
links communicating along their Line-of-sight paths causes
interference, and as a result, cuts the throughput of each link
in half. However, routing the signal of AP2 along an indirect
path by bouncing it off a reflector as shown in Fig. 2(b), can
enable both links to operate simultaneously without interfering. Hence, we can get significantly higher network throughput by routing physical signals of the links along both direct
and indirect paths, as opposed to each link naively aligning
their beams along their respective direct paths.
To extend this to a network with large number of links, we
formulate the problem using a conflict graph G(V, E). For
every AP-client pair in the network, we define a supernode
in the conflict graph as shown in Fig. 3(a). In our formulation, we represent each path that the AP-client pair can use
to communicate, as a vertex v ∈ V in the graph. As a result, each supernode comprises of one vertex corresponding
to the direct path, and a vertex each for every indirect path
between the AP-client pair. We represent interference in the
network using edges e ∈ E. Therefore, an edge between
two vertices in the conflict graph means that signals cannot
be routed along the two corresponding paths simultaneously.
Further, note that the conflict graph also has edges between
vertices belonging to the same supernode, because each link
can be routed only along one path at a time.
The best beam alignment that maximizes network
throughput is equivalent to solving for the Maximum Independent Set on the conflict graph G(V, E)2 . However, computing the Maximum Independent Set belongs to the class
of NP-Hard problems [7], and as the number of links grows,
G(V, E) becomes dense and the problem becomes very hard
to solve. Therefore, in order to simplify the problem, we
design our solution based on the following intuition: Direct Paths achieve higher data rates as compared to Indirect

(2) How does BounceNet quickly learn the paths and interference patterns in the network in order to adapt the beam
alignment in dynamic and mobile environments? To deal
with dynamic environments, today’s networks periodically
perform a beam search (typically every 100 millisecond) to
learn the paths along which an AP-client pair can communicate. However, in a network with multiple links, it is not
sufficient to learn the paths only between each AP and its
corresponding client. In order to avoid interference, we also
need to learn the paths between every other node pair in the
network, since these are the paths that create interference. As
a result, for a network of N APs and clients, the beam search
process must be performed O(N 2 ) times, and this results in
prohibitively large overhead.
Therefore, instead of performing the search for each node
pair independently, BounceNet redesigns the beam search
protocol to jointly find all the paths between the nodes. By
coordinating the APs and sharing measurements, BounceNet
is able to amortize the cost of the beam search and reduce
it to O(N), as we describe in Section 3. Since the beam
search is inherent to mmWave and is required to maintain
connectivity between clients and APs, BounceNet’s design
does not introduce any additional overhead compared to current standards [12]. This allows BounceNet to quickly learn
the paths and reconfigure the beam alignment to maintain
high throughput.
We have designed BounceNet to be backward compatible with the current mmWave wireless LAN standard
802.11ad/ay making it easy to integrate into future standards.
We have implemented BounceNet by using extensive real
measurements from three indoor wireless testbeds. Our results demonstrate the first design of a wireless LAN that can
deliver more than 39 Gbps for 10 clients, thus showcasing
BounceNet’s ability to scale the overall network data rate
with the number of clients.

1
Routing signals along an isolated “air path” is possible in
mmWave due to 1) the sparsity in the mmWave channel, and 2)
the lack of scattering effects at mmWave frequencies which ensures
the signal reflects off obstacles and does not scatter in many directions [19].
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The Maximum Independent Set is defined as the largest set of vertices in the graph such that no two of the vertices have an edge.
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Figure 3: (a) Conflict graph G(V, E) with supernode defined for each AP-Client pair; (b) Multi-Layer conflict graph by decomposing into
(i) Direct Path Conflict Graph: Subgraph induced on vertices corresponding to direct paths in G(V, E) (ii) Indirect Path Conflict Graph:
Subgraph induced on vertices corresponding to indirect paths in G(V, E).
nicate with it. The above process is repeated with the client
and AP switching roles, so as to discover the directions of
the paths from the client side.
However, in a network with multiple links, it is not sufficient to learn only the paths between each AP and its corresponding client. We also need to learn the paths between the
other node pairs in the network, since these paths can create
interference between links. Past work has leveraged sparsity to speed up the beam search for a single communication
link and reduce it to a millisecond [10]. However, for a network of N APs and clients, the search needs to be performed
O(N 2 ) times. For N = 10, even with fast algorithms like
[10], the overhead is 100 ms which is prohibitively high.
To address this, BounceNet redesigns the beam search
protocol to jointly find the paths between all node pairs,
instead of performing the search for each node pair separately. Specifically, BounceNet ensures that whenever a
node m is performing its sequential scan, every other node
in the network (both APs and clients) listen in the quasiomnidirectional mode to discover the directions that m can
use to communicate with them. This process continues
with every node in the network performing the scan one after the other while the remaining nodes listen in the quasiomnidirectional mode. After all nodes finish their scans, the
information is aggregated at a lead AP, which can then compute the paths between every node pair in the network, since
it knows the directions that any node can use to communicate
with any other node.
Therefore, BounceNet can now learn the paths between
every AP-client pair, as well as the paths that lead to interference between the different communication links. As a result, BounceNet can construct the conflict graph and compute the optimal many-to-many alignment as described in
Section 2. Note that BounceNet needs to perform only O(N)
beam scans to learn all the paths, since every node does the
sequential scan only once. By coordinating the beam scan
process, BounceNet is able to amortize the cost of the search
and reduce the overhead from O(N 2 ) to O(N).

Paths due to higher SNR, and therefore we must prioritize
routing signals over the direct paths.
Towards this end, we decouple the routing along the direct
and indirect paths by decomposing the conflict graph into a
multi-layered graph construct as shown in Fig. 3(b). This
decoupling step simplifies the problem substantially, since
the resulting Direct Path and Indirect Path conflict graphs
become very sparse. As a result, with very high probability
these graphs are chordal. For such class of graphs, the Maximum Independent Set problem is no longer NP-hard and can
be solved efficiently in linear time [7]. Hence, BounceNet’s
routing is performed in two phases:
1. Direct Path Routing: BounceNet routes as many links as
possible along the direct paths first, by solving the Maximum Independent Set on the Direct Path Conflict Graph.
2. Indirect Path Routing: BounceNet then makes use of the
Indirect Path Conflict Graph to squeeze in the remaining
links by routing their signals along indirect paths, such
that all links can communicate without interfering.
However, while this allows BounceNet to maximize the
number of links operating concurrently, it may force some
clients to always communicate along reflected paths which
typically achieve lower data rates. Therefore, to ensure
fairness between links, BounceNet reformulates the routing
problem as a Weighted Maximum Independent Set problem
on the multi-layered conflict graph, to generate multiple different many-to-many beam alignments. BounceNet switches
between these alignments in different time slots, such that
the scheduling ensures that each client gets a fair chance to
transmit on its highest data rate path.

3.

L EARNING PATHS & I NTERFERENCE

To enable a practical system, BounceNet must be able to
quickly learn the paths and interference patterns in the network in real-time, in order to construct the conflict graph
and compute the optimal signal routing. Today’s networks
periodically perform a beam search every 100 millisecond
(ms) to learn the directions of the paths along which an
AP-client pair can communicate. At a high level, the beam
search process works as follows. The AP starts by transmitting announcement frames in all directions by sequentially
sweeping its narrow beam along different sectors. During
this phase, the client listens to the channel in all directions
using a quasi-omnidirectional beam pattern, so that the client
can discover all directions which the AP can use to commu-

4.

B OUNCE N ET ’ S A RCHITECTURE

In this section, we will piece together the components
of BounceNet and present the overall flow of the system.
BounceNet is designed to be backward compatible with
the standard, and consequently follows the same high level
structure as the standard. Time is divided into transmission
3

Figure 4: Beacon Interval consisting of (a) Association Phase and (b) Data Transmission Phase.
mission Phase. We can see that BounceNet leverages both
direct and indirect paths to squeeze in as many links as possible for communication during the time slot. Further, over
the three time slots, BounceNet schedules the direct paths
for different clients, thus ensuring fairness among clients.
II. Total Network Data Rates Achieved: We also evaluate
the aggregate data rate of all clients in the network. We vary
the number of APs and clients from 1 to 10. We test on a
total of 5000 random configurations of client locations in the
lab space. We compare BounceNet against two schemes:
1. 802.11ad: The standard does not leverage multipath reflections to align beams, thus resulting in sub-optimal
alignments. Further, the standard uses a greedy mechanism for exploiting spatial reuse by measuring pairwise
mutual interference between links [12]. This results in
an overhead of O(N 2 ) measurements, and hence, the
standard is unable to exploit spatial reuse effectively.
2. Baseline: We also compare against a baseline where the
beams of each AP and client are aligned independently
along their respective best paths, and carrier sense is
used for interference avoidance.
Fig. 6(i) shows the total network data rate as a function
of the number of APs and clients in the network for each
testbed. As the number of clients increases, BounceNet is
able to scale the network data rate to deliver a total data rate
of 39.2 Gbps and 32.8 Gbps for 10 clients using 60 GHz
with 3◦ and 12◦ beams respectively. For 24 GHz, BounceNet
achieves 18.2 Gbps for 10 clients. This is expected as sidelobe leakage from phased array antennas creates more interference in the network which limits spatial reuse.
802.11ad, on the other hand, is unable to properly exploit
spatial reuse and shows limited gains. Specifically, for the
case of 10 clients, BounceNet achieves 6.6×, 5×, and 3.1×
gain in network throughput as compared to 802.11ad for 3◦
beam, 12◦ beam, and the phased array respectively. The
baseline can exploit spatial reuse for 3◦ beam since the interference in this case is very limited. Hence, for 10 clients
with 3◦ beam, BounceNet only achieves 1.27× gain over the
baseline. This gain, however, increases to 2.7× and 3.4× for
12◦ beam and the phased array respectively, where there is
more interference, and carrier sense is unable to avoid packet
collisions. In fact, the baseline is unable to exploit spatial
reuse and scale network throughput in such cases.
While the baseline provides higher total network data rate

Figure 5: Experimental hardware used to evaluate BounceNet.
cycles (typically referred to as Beacon Intervals), with each
cycle consisting of an Association Phase, followed by a Data
Transmission Phase as shown in Fig. 4.
BounceNet uses the Association Phase to perform the path
learning protocol from Section 3. Following the algorithm
from Section 3, BounceNet can learn both the direct and indirect paths between every node pair in the network (shown
in Fig. 4(a)) with only O(N) scans. For a network with
N = 10, the resulting overhead is only about 10 ms, as opposed to hundreds of ms required by the standard. With information about the paths, BounceNet can compute the signal routing as described in Section 2. In order to ensure fairness between links, BounceNet computes multiple many-tomany alignments and schedules them in different time slots
during the Data Transmission Phase (Fig. 4(b)). The entire process repeats every Beacon Interval (every 100 ms).
Hence, BounceNet is able to adapt to client mobility since it
obtains fresh measurements from the beam scanning process
and can re-learn the paths every 100 ms.

5.

E VALUATION AND R ESULTS

We evaluated BounceNet using extensive real measurements from three indoor wireless testbeds (Fig. 5):
• A 60 GHz testbed with 3◦ beam directional antennas.
• A 60 GHz testbed with 12◦ beam directional antennas.
• A 24 GHz testbed with 8-element phased arrays.
We evaluate BounceNet in a 860 sq.ft. lab space, with the
floor plan shown in Fig. 4. The APs were deployed along the
wall of the lab with the clients scattered across the room.
I. BounceNet’s Signal Routing in Practice: In Fig. 4(b),
we show an example of BounceNet’s Physical Signal Routing in practice from our 12◦ beam 60 GHz testbed for the
case of 10 APs and clients in the network. We pick a random
client configuration and plot the beam alignments computed
by BounceNet for the first three time slots of the Data Trans4

Figure 6: (i) Total network data rates for BounceNet, 802.11ad and Baseline, (ii) Median data rate of worst-case client in testbed for BounceNet and Baseline.

7.

as compared to the standard, it does so at the cost of fairness. In Fig. 6(ii), we show the median value of the data
rate achieved by the worst case client in the network, for
BounceNet and the baseline. BounceNet improves the data
rate of the worst case client by 7.5× for phased arrays and
13.5× for 12◦ beam as compared to the baseline. This is
because the baseline does not try to avoid interference, and
instead simply aligns each link independently. As a result,
clients that interfere suffer from repeated packet collisions
since interference avoidance schemes like carrier sense do
not work in directional networks. BounceNet on the other
hand, significantly benefits the worst case clients since it explicitly accounts for fairness in the network.

6.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced BounceNet, the first many-tomany mmWave beam alignment system that can efficiently
align the beams of many APs and clients allowing them to
simultaneously communicate without interfering. We evaluated BounceNet using three wireless testbeds and demonstrated that it can enable extremely dense spatial reuse and
scale the network throughput with the number of clients.
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R ELATED W ORK

Millimeter Wave Networks: BounceNet is related to recent
work on increasing the speed and robustness of beam alignment in mmWave networks to enable mobility [8, 10, 20, 27]
and avoid blockage [1, 14, 25] All this work, however, focuses on a single communication link. BounceNet is the first
to demonstrate many-to-many beam alignment and scale the
network to multiple links. It is complementary to these systems and can benefit from faster beam search.
Our work is also related to recent mmWave work that deploys multiple APs to deal with blockage [24, 26]. However,
[24] requires brute-force training to map all reflectors in the
environment, a process that needs to be repeated every time
the environment changes. [26] addresses blockage by having
multiple APs jointly transmit the same signal to the client.
However, it requires tight phase and frequency synchronization, which is hard to achieve in practice [18]. BounceNet on
the other hand does not require phase, frequency or packet
level synchronization. BounceNet is also able to learn the
reflectors in the environment in real-time without any pretraining. There is also past work that uses 60 GHz wireless
links in data centers [6, 9]. However, data centers have static
topologies with predictable interference models, which does
not apply to 802.11 LANs which have mobile clients.
WLANs with Directional Antennas: Past work has designed protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks and WLANs
with directional antennas [3, 4]. However, these works assume the locations of the clients are known apriori, and ignore multipath effects. [15] leverages directional antennas
at 2.4 GHz to increase spatial reuse. However, [15] assumes
only APs to have directional antennas which simplifies the
problem since the clients can easily perform interference detection in the omnidirectional mode.
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